
Writing Assignment #1
Tentative title & short abstract: on Blackboard by September 19, 2013, at 1:30 pm.
Your file MUST be called puidw01a.pdf, with puid your PU userid (mine is fjsimons).

Full paper: upload to Blackboard by September 26, 2013, at 1:30 pm.
Your file MUST be called puidw01b.pdf. Nothing else will be read or received.

Subject, scope, substance — and audience

When & where and how did topography play a defining role in the rise and fall
of civilizations? Use GeoMapApp (see below) to find data, use Matlab (need
to install it!) to conduct your analysis, and defend an original thesis.

• Choose a geographic region on Earth, of any size or shape, and make an argument,
based on your own observation and interpretation of topography and history, how
topography influenced the rise and/or fall of a civilization. Write a thesis-driven
paper about your findings, for a scientifically literate general audience, ≤1000 words.

• The research consists in using and/or adapting the Matlab software examples, to
make maps, histograms or profiles, etc, of your choice. Your paper should show and
discuss at least one original figure to bolster your argument. Annotate clearly!

• Pick an angle into the subject, identify something worth discussing, gather the necessary
references for your thesis, and present and interpret it. Make your own observations
using Matlab analysis on data that you get from GeoMapApp. Write a scientific
paper: not a review of the literature (not original enough), not a newspaper article (too
shallow), no textbook chapter (too comprehensive) or book report (too derivative).

Rules of Submission

• You are required to use LATEX: find the template on Blackboard. A single PDF (Portable Document
Format) document should be uploaded directly to the Blackboard course page before class, i.e. before
1:30 pm on the due date. Do not, repeat do not, upload anything else but a single PDF file —
it will not be read. Do not deviate from this naming convention: your submission should be
named puidw01.pdf. If your name is John Doe, and your Princeton User ID (puid) is jdoe, for this
assignment, you must upload a file called jdoew01a.pdf. That’s w01a for Writing Assignment 01A,
and mutatis mutandis, for Writing Assignment 01B. Do not capitalize any part of your file name.
Blackboard is an automated system, if your submission is not in the right format, it will not be read.

• Submissions up to 24 h late will be given 50% credit. Assignments more than 24 h late will be given
0% credit. Extensions require 48 h notice and are only for unavoidable disasters. We may or may
not grant extensions, depending on the circumstances. See the Ground Rules section of the Syllabus
for addition details.
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Instructions on the download/treatment of topography/bathymetry

Organize your computer’s file system! Make a directory, e.g. FRS187/W01/data.

Go to the GeoMapApp sister website http://www.marine-geo.org/tools/maps_grids.php and
explore the world map. Draw a rectangle of your choice and hit create map. You get another
webpage which gives you choices for the ultimate pixel size of the map data that you will save (this
will depend on the size and type of features that you yourself have in mind analyzing!). You also
have a choice to leave areas in which there are, effectively, no data, “blank” — the numerical value
is NaN, for “not-a-number”. I recommend that you save the unmasked data but also compare with
the masked data: if the data are not deemed to be “good”, you’d like to know where (and, possibly,
why). When you save, use the directory you made for the purpose (e.g. FRS187/W01/data, however
you’ve organized it), not the default location, and check that you do not get a double extension.
You might have to move or rename it! Take a look at where you expect to find it).

Let’s say that you want to study some piece of Australia. The .grd file that contains the area of
interest which you just made and saved from the website it in your newly created special directory
of data files for this assignment. As I am writing this, my own file is called 1378492133331.grd,
and I have put it in my /Users/fjsimons/CLASSES/FRS187/W01/data directory.

I then open Matlab, and I type:

cd /Users/fjsimons/CLASSES/FRS187/W01/data

Note that I can help myself using the TAB key — Matlab then makes allowable suggestions.
Subsequently, I get the information about the file, and ultimately, I extract the data, by typing,
with a return separating each of those stand-alone commands,

ncid=netcdf.open(’1378492133331.grd’,’nowrite’);
VarIDs=netcdf.inqVarIDs(ncid);
for index=1:length(VarIDs)
VarName{index}=netcdf.inqVar(ncid,index-1);

end
VarName{:}
zdata=netcdf.getVar(ncid,5);
zdim=netcdf.getVar(ncid,4);
zr=reshape(zdata,zdim(:)’)’;
imagesc(zr)
axis image

I f you typed your version of the above (with your own filename, obviously), you should see a plot
if it all worked. If you like the outcome of this script, you should turn (some of) it into a program
(for Matlab, this is a file that is.m, I call mine f1.m) by opening a new file with that name:

edit f1

and then you can copy and edit the above commands, as you like. And you can then run it, by
calling it (simply typing its name in the Matlab command line, after the prompt).
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Notice that you now have the variable zr (and others!), in your workspace. If these are “good”,
you might as well save these variables into a different storage scheme than the way they came by
typing, e.g.

save yourfilename zr othervariable1 othervariable2

You’ll see that you’ve then created a new file, named yourfilename.mat. Now you could, for
example, even after quitting and reopening your Matlab session, load yourfilename, to load this
data file (easier than going again through the sequence that led to the saved filename!), see your
saved variable appear in the workspace, and proceed to the plotting statements directly. In other
words:

load yourfilename
imagesc(zr)
axis image
colorbar

Voilà: you’re in business.

Matlab has lots of tools for you to try (over time). And I have lots of additional program files on my
webpage, http://geoweb.princeton.edu/people/simons/software.html. Going beyond native
Matlab is not required if you prefer to perform the basic analysis and plotting using Matlab’s own
tools, but the extra ones will come in extremely handy over time.

Some more remarks on using Matlab and LATEX for data analysis

Once you have the data in your workspace you can do anything you want. The commands that
speak for themselves are help, lookfor, type, and of course plot, xlabel, ylabel, title and
hist, which we will have demonstrated in class. Let’s say you wanted to make a histogram but
forgot how to: lookfor histogram would turn up hist, and help hist would tell you how to use
it. Then, type hist will give you read access to the source code.

More subtle is how to address the entries in your matrix named bla via the colon (:), which here
means “all“ (e.g. all entries in a row or column). You might want to pick out the fourth column,
bla(:,4), or the third row, bla(3,:), or simply the last column, whichever that is, bla(:,end).
Note that the semicolon (;) is a screen output “silencer”.

You now might want to logically address all elements in the fourth through sixth columns for all
rows whose last column was the number five; this would be bla(bla(:,end)==5,4:6). Here the
second colon (:) means “through”. Or the last column for all those rows whose first column
contains numbers greater than twenty-four, bla(bla(:,1)>24,end). Type help relop for logical
“relational” operators.

For your paper, you must use the LATEX template that we provided, and include at least one
figure. It will be quickest to include PDF (*.pdf) figures in your document. Once you have
a figure on the screen, type print -dpdf mynewtopo and you’ll see the file mynewtopo.pdf ap-
pear in your working directory. Crop the extra whitespace out of it (using Preview, Photo-
Shop, Acrobat, Gimp, whatever), and then put this figure in a place where you can find it, e.g.
FRS187/W01/figures/mynewtopo.pdf.
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Now, in your modified template (aka your paper), when you put into the editor the statements

\begin{figure}[h]\begin{center}
\includegraphics[width=1.0\textwidth]{figures/mynewtopo.pdf}
\caption{\label{joisy}Every figure needs a caption. The ‘label’ command
serves to number your figures when you refer to them later in the text.}
\end{center}\end{figure}

and then run pdflatex as we will show you, you should see the figure appear! Note that it “floats”
as LATEX thinks it is smarter than you about figure placements, though it will take a little getting
used to.

You must refer to your figure in your text (if not, why make it?) by calling the label using the
\ref command. So when you write

We now refer to Figure~\ref{joisy} to discuss it in detail.

you see indeed that I now refer to Figure 1 to discuss it in detail.

Figure 1: Every figure needs a caption. The ‘label’ command serves to number your figures when
you refer to them later in the text. This figure also still needs axis labels and, ideally, a title.

(Yes, instead of issuing the print -dpdf mynewtopo command, you could use a pull-down menu to get the
same result. The advantage of the command-line statement is that you can script that. In other words, you
can make the making of a figure into part of the program that you write. Take that, GUI! If you don’t
like the large amounts of white space, crop the picture before you use it any further!. More
advanced users will want to print PostScript files (print -depsc figurename) and then convert those to
PDF (*.pdf) using the program epstopdf that some of you will have received with their LATEX install or
that is available for free download from any number of sites — don’t worry for now if you can’t get this to
work. Windows machines are going to be more trouble in that respect, since Ghostscript is not natively
present on such systems. Once again, this is only a download away.)
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Some more ideas for your paper

For your paper, it’s your turn to do something interesting with your data. For instance, what
are the mean and variance of the elevations? That would be melev=mean(bla(:)) and thereby you
would have this mean computed and assigned to the variable melev; similarly, you might calculate
velev=var(bla(:)). The colon (:) operator (re-)vectorizes an originally 2-D matrix, if not, you
get the mean over all columns. Try the alternatives (colon, no colon, ...) on a little matrix that
you create for testing purposes! E.g. say bla=[1 2 ; 3 4] and experiment with mean and
var, or nanmean and nanvar. What is the histogram of all elevations in your area, so you can get an
idea of their distribution? Type hist(bla(:)). Annotate the figure with xlabel(’elevations’)
and ylabel(’count’), and provide a title(’histogram of elevations’).

Let’s pretend you have all elevations collected in a variable zr. Get rid of the NaN values where
there are no data. Reassign zrh=zr(~isnan(zr)); and execute hist(zrh) you’ll get the standard
elevation histogram, in counts, and with the default number (10) of bins. Is this close to being
normally distributed? We could plot a normal curve on top of it by freezing the image using hold
on and then adding a Gaussian with the same mean and variance as the data sample.

Let’s see. First we would define some kind of an x-axis for this problem, for example, the linearly
spaced vector x=linspace(mean(zrh)-3*std(zrh),mean(zrh)+3*std(zrh),100); and then we’d
calculate the values of the normal distribution at these points as, taking care to have the area
under this curve be the same as the area under the histogram. See if you can make sense of this:
g=normpdf(x,mean(zrh),std(zrh))*length(zrh)*range(zrh)/10; which we would plot right
on top of the histogram by now writing plot(x,g), the 10 for the default number of 10 bins in the
histogram. Er..., not normal — see Figure 2.

When you’re done, type hold off to release the overlay on your graph, or when you want to start
over, type clf to start afresh.

Figure 2: Look, I am self-referencing to Figure 2, by number, inside its own caption!

(This procedure — the making of histograms and the visual assessment of normality — is very sensitive to
the number of observations, the number of bins, etc. Better to use a quantile-quantile plot, which is built
right into Matlab as qqplot(zrh). If the crosses look like they fall on a line, your data are likely normally
distributed.)
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Matters of organization and style

• Your thesis should be mentioned in a succinct opening paragraph that explicitly refers to
the topic under discussion and touches on its broader significance.

• Diagrams should be used to explain the points made, or the background science to the new
result. If these are taken from published work, a reference to the source should be given
in the caption, and the source listed in the bibliography.

• Keep the “bibliography” to a minimum number of relevant materials that you have read
and evaluated. Cite these authored sources in the body of the text.

• Figures and tables have captions and are embedded within the text, and should be referred to
within the main body of text. Whether graphs, diagram, or photos: all are called Figure X,
and tables should also be numbered, as Table Y.

• Graphs and diagrams should have titles, legends, and labeled axes with units. Strive
for maximum clarity, make everything have an explicit role. No gratuitous material. Any
equations should be numbered, should be embedded within the text, and should be referred
to within the main body of text.

• Maximum word count refers to the body of the text only. Try http://app.uio.no/
ifi/texcount/index.html!

• You must use LATEX. With that, following the rules above and the below will be easy.
Use the template.tex that is available for download under Course Materials on Blackboard.
Copy this file to a new name, and put it into a separate directory. For example,
create FRS187/W01/paper/puidw01.tex.

• Spell check. First tool to spell check: your brain. If that should not be functioning, use
electronic help. There is virtually no excuse to be made for incorrect or inconsistent spelling.
Proofread each other’s papers! Four eyes see more than two.
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How to cite sources in scientific writing

• You must use BibTeX for LATEX. Copy the template refs.bib to something that you
will use for a very long time, e.g. FRS187/biblio/frs187.bib. If you are serious about
scientific writing, your BibTeX file(s) will stay with you for a lifetime. I only have one. It is
imaginatively called bib.bib and has well over 2000 entries.

• You’ll be calling the references in the text using the commands \cite (or \citep and \citet).
The behavior of these calls is illustrated in the template and summarized below. There is lots
of online help also! Google is good for this purpose.

• BibTeX files are simple text files, but there are dedicated BibTeX editors provided with Mac
and PC LATEX distributions. Maintain your BibTeX file carefully and consistently. The entries
provided by Google Scholar, for instance, are rarely if ever complete or even good, but they
are often a good start.

• Our template follows the conventions of the Geophysical Journal International. The beauty
of BibTeX is that you don’t have to know how they do it — you just use their style file —
in this case, the file is gji.bst, which we provided to you. Save that file somewhere logical,
how about FRS187/biblio/gji.bst.

• Use the “official” abbreviation for the journal, as often suggested by the papers you’ll cite
themselves. Include the city and state of publication for books. Where possible, include the
DOI (Digital Object Identifier). It is extremely unlikely that you will need to cite
even a single URL as a reference. It is a common mistake of the online age to think that
everything on the Web is worth citing by its URL. Very little of it is. In the age of online
scientific publishing, the DOI is what you need most.

• Consult the paper by Grant (2009) that you will find on Blackboard. Below you’ll find our
BibTeX entry for it — which here is the entire content of the bib file.

References

Grant, B., 2009. Right your writing. how to sharpen your writing and make your manuscripts more
engaging, The Scientist , 23(11), 65–67.

The actual BibTeX entry, verbatim, from my frs187.bib

@Article{Grant2009,
author = {Bob Grant},
title = {Right your writing. How to sharpen your writing and

make your manuscripts more engaging},
journal = {The Scientist},
year = 2009,
volume = 23,
number = 11,
pages = {65--67}

}
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Use of BibTeX as a part of LATEX

Somewhere in the LATEX file appear the pointers to the bib file and the style file, e.g. to make this
very document, instead of the template refs.bib, I used something I called frs187.bib:

\bibliography{../../schedule/frs187.bib}
\bibliographystyle{../../schedule/gji}

noting that I assume I’m inside FRS187/papers, where my paper resides, and thus need to point to
a file one level up and back down in a different directory. At the point where you issue the above
two commands, your bibliography will appear in a section by itself, called “References”. As it did
in this document.

To call the citation I used

\cite{Grant2009}

to get Grant (2009), whereas I would use

\cite[]{Grant2009}

to get this item within brackets (Grant, 2009). One more level of fanciness would write

\cite[e.g.][p.~23]{Grant2009}

to be able to put some comments before and after the callout (e.g., Grant, 2009, p. 23).

(The commands \citep and \citet are variations on this theme. Some people like to use them instead of
plain \cite. I am not one of them.)

How to run BibTeX as a part of LATEX

You have to “compile” the document using LATEX, then run BibTeX, and then recompile, sometimes
twice, using LATEX again. The first time you will see question marks for “unresolved” references.
Upon running BibTeX, the right references will be looked up. Upon rerunning LATEX again, these
references will be inserted at the appropriate locations. If you see question marks, it’s not
working. Make sure you have the database (*.bib) file and the style (*.bst) file right
where you need it. The template shows you how!
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